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Voilà, Alex: death handed to you. 
The air is green and purple and dotted with 

white. Smoke hangs off the ceiling. The fan spins, 
stirring the vapour so that it twists, rolls and bulges 
in a horrifying choreography.

I’m not breathing, just choking. The stabbing 
sting of this poison has me gagging, then splutter-
ing, then fading. 

Seeing double. 
Trouble.
But, you know, this isn’t such a bad way to go. To 

be honest, it’s likely I’ll never get a better death…
one so impressive and infused with tragedy it might 
achieve the double whammy: front page Metro  
and Evening Standard.

Can’t help but imagine the memorial service. 
Everyone will be there. Remembering, reminiscing, 
regretting they hadn’t known me better, more 
intimately. Wonder what people will have to say in 
their eulogies?

A last look at Marky. The boy who gave me 
more, more than he could ever know! His head rests 
on my shoulder. Seems pretty calm – could be  
he’s in shock – as he takes a slug of beer, watching 
the room disappear into smoke.

Fading and receding.
Wistful imaginings.
I picture women. 
Rows of past lovers, crying eyes behind dark 

shades. When they heard the news…it hit hard, was 
like part of their youth had died with me…they 
remembered fondly their time(s) with Sexy Boy and 
so had to be here, a white lie told to husbands  
and boyfriends so they could pay their respects.
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Jack Peñate performs an acoustic version of 
‘When We Die’. 

Not a dry eye in the house. 
Service could even be held right here. A gesture 

which would be potent as well as apt. 
Marky: “Well, we did it.” 
True that.
Drifting away, away.
Possible headline: SEXY BOY UNITES 

 LONDON IN MOURNING…I realise something, 
something unexpected, considering all that’d gone 
before…

I don’t want to die. 
From one death to another, let us turn back  

the pages of the year, back to the beginning, where 
we rejoin Alex at his very own art opening.

Private view. 
The song of life, from sweet to diabolical to 

moribund, on this night groaned with the flat pulse 
of hymns in English churches…‘Once in Royal 
Alex’s City’…where so many sadness bombs have 
dropped…leaving his surface pockmarked with 
craters, his capacity for happiness, hope, optimism 
obliterated.

“Done good, you have, Xander,” said Gillehad, a 
flute of champagne poised at his lips. 

He came cushioned in thick layers of bespoke 
tailoring and baby fat. He had, you could say,  
a naughty face; a look accentuated by a fixed grin 
which gave everything he said a sly, implying tone. 

“My showing you, it was a risk, no denying, but a 
risk, I rest fully assured, worth taking.”

“Indeed,” concurred his assistant, Melanie. 
Gazing at walls packed with Brenchleys, tapping  

a painted nail on the stem of her glass, she said,  
in a voice of husky Queen’s English, “You really 
understand women.”

I looked up at her, dismayed. Was she mad? 
Lust, objectification, fixation: these I understood. 

Gillehad had hung the show. He’d literally 
emptied my drawers at Prince’s and jammed the 
walls of this, his space on Duke Street St James’s. 

Hedgely Fine Arts and Antiques. 
He’d run it his whole life and back in the Fifties, 

Sixties, it had been the London gallery. He’d main-
tained the same stable of artists ever since, until 
recently they had had the temerity to start dying  
off and, seeing even his stock begin to diminish, 
 Gillehad had been forced to look to the future. 
Thusly: he rebranded as Nu.parlance Projects and 
relaunched with Alexander Brenchley. 

The first visitors arrive. 
Can I do this?
Meets, greets, handshakes, chit-chat.
Am I ready to face the world, re-join society?
NO! LET ME OUT!
But I had agreed to do this show (albeit at the 

height of my insanity) and, say what you will about 
Al B, he’s a man of his word.

Melanie, laughing. 
Her head falls backwards, sending that hair – 

reticulating blonde sunlight – flipping like a whale’s 
tail. 

The largest work in the room. ‘Regina’ (2008), 
110 × 180 inches, oil on canvas. Melanie rubs a red dot 
by its title on the list of works and flashes me a grin.

Miss Ravenscroft bounds in, looking comparably 
youthful to the rest of the crowd, with the purple 
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pashmina she wore for openings wrapped jauntily 
around her neck. 

“So proud, Abs, so proud,” casting her eye about 
the room. “I’d forgotten the intensity of your œuvre. 
The expressionism. These are, am I correct, all 
older pieces?”

Needless to say. 
Miss Ravenscroft was standing in a retrospec-

tive. Alex Brenchley: His Final Works. I’d been in 
no state to produce anything new, nor did I have  
the inclination – this was art born of a passionate, 
searching spirit which was gone, lost in parts 
unknown of Hampstead Heath. 

“This the felley?” said a low-set man stepping 
beside Miss Ravenscroft. 

“Abs, meet—”
“Lord Ravenscroft.”
“My brother.” 
“Sis speaks of you most highly. For once she’s 

not wrong.” 
Sis rolled her eyes. 
“You’ve versed the lad in fundamentals of direct 

observation,” he said, assessing the walls. “Bit  
of spunk, no harm there. Always be an audience for 
beautiful women,” he slurped some champagne 
before adding, hideously, “not to  mention a market.” 

“The Ravenscrofts!” said Gillehad. “Is this not 
something?” Beaming, he wrapped an arm about the 
Lord’s shoulder and placed a hand at the small of 
Miss Ravenscroft’s back. I’d be none too surprised 
to see that hand slip down to her bottom; he was 
that sort of man. Still, he was in his way alright was 
Gillehad. “The responses so far have been most, 
most encouraging,” with which his grin got  grinnier. 

And look who walked in: Mr and Mrs Brenchley.
They’ve got a nerve. 
Hadn’t seen the parents since New Year’s Eve. 

New Year’s Eve when they got rid – dumped their 
invalid child at Brunswick Court – left me to fend 
for myself so they could swan off to the Cotswolds 
for a mini-break. A mini-break which Q insisted 
they’d booked before my episode but so what? Could 
they not have cancelled or asked for a futon in  
their room so’s I could come too? Few days in the 
Cotswolds, might’ve been just the ticket. But no.  
I was abandoned on New Year’s freakin’ Eve! New 
Year’s Eve, alone at the townhouse, crying, necking 
Bailey’s, watching the countdown and fireworks 
– all the joy and partying taking place around the 
corner and buggerlugs is watching it on’t telly!

Get a load of them. Proud of their son. Bloody 
Nora, could see £-signs light up in their €¥€$. Money 
is all they care about. Plenty new opportunities  
here to boast to friends and colleagues. ’Cause this is 
just the sort of gallery which parents approve of… 

I mean, seriously, how did I end up here?
Alex, who finds beauty in a footprint trail along 

a pavement from a patch of spilt paint, who sees 
drawings in the layered tags and stains on under-
pass walls, whose people are the homeless and  
lost and nightbreeds. How did he end up amongst 
moneyed zombies in a West End gallery?

The walls were mirror. The gallery had been 
refurbished as part of the relaunch and mirrored 
walls it was, floor to ceiling, which led to that stigma 
of the naff gallery: paintings hung from wires.  
The floor was marble tiles and the lighting –  
shudder – a fiesta of spotlights! 
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It was not a large space yet innumerable spots 
were attached to a complicated circuit of tracks  
on the ceiling. All were beaming, dramatically 
illu minating the works in a way that annihilated my  
nuanced mark-making and distorted the true col-
ours, while reflecting manically against the mirrors 
to create a dazzling space of infinite refracted light. 

I look at my reflections.
Exhausted, rebarbative, defeated.
And it was only January. 
A cabal from Prince’s. They don’t say hello. They 

just scowl, deformed with jealousy. 
“You know who Lord Ravenscroft is, do you 

not?” Gillehad breathes in my ear. “Knight Baronet 
of the Royal Collection. Fingers crossed!” before 
returning to his crowd.

He was a welcoming, intimate host, with smiles 
and conversation for all. Generally, Gillehad dealt 
with the ladies and Melanie was directed into 
conversation with prehistoric men. Who gazed at 
her with such gratitude, such affection.

I notice on her hand, holding the flute: stuck  
to Melanie’s red nails, there are red dots…awaiting 
their inevitable placement. 

She was a species of woman unique to this 
square mile of London. Fertile, fulsome, dazzlingly 
good looking. And her hair, thick golden waves,  
she had so much of the stuff. How it flowed and 
moved as if imbued with a life of its own! Her skirt, 
just the right length; her legs fleshy and poised on a 
pair of seven-inch heels. I cop an eyeful of their  
red undercarriage…Christian…my kind of girl. 

Did she stir my loins? 
You bet…she did not. 

I’m embarrassed to tell you but…there’d been 
no movement down there since my little to-do.  
Fact is I was depressed. D¬E¬P¬R¬E¬S¬S¬E¬D. And 
there ain’t nowt so insidious to one’s sexual potency 
as depression. 

Was I worried? Is my name Alex Brenchley?
This fellow Melanie’s talking to, he’s ninety  

if he’s a day, I bet he’d be able to get it up for her. 
Impotent.
Marky! 
He laughs, greets and politely excuses his way 

to me. He has on a deerstalker hat, lounge coat, 
knee-high boots and white men’s evening gloves. 

“Abs. Look at you. Fuck.”
He takes a breath.
“Back from the dead. And look at this. La 

victoire!”
Marky spots Melanie. He winks, she smiles. 

There’s life enough in that boy for this morgue! He 
spins to the table of beverages, lifts a bottle of 
bubbly, sloshes full a glass and a devilish look comes 
over him…

“Please, if I can have everyone’s attention, 
thank you,” addressing the crowd. “I shan’t 
 introduce myself, as this evening, it isn’t about  
me, it’s about this gentleman, here, who is responsi-
ble for these catastrophically inspirational works…
of art.” 

He pauses to a smattering of applause. 
“That word – art – I do not use lightly. Is it 

naïve to ask, what is art? Really, can anyone here 
tell me?” 

Another pause, no answer.
“I didn’t think so. Well, let me propose a thesis. 
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Art is truth. A truth to which most are blind and 
which is revealed – unsheathed – discovered by 
those immortals we call artists.”

Applause builds.
“By that definition, I am sure you will agree that 

it is our privilege to be surrounded by art…and in 
the presence of one who is most certainly no fraud-
ster, huckster, sensationalist, fame-seeker, dilet-
tante, or charlatan. No. For Alexander Brenchley 
truly is an artist.” 

The big applause. 
“An artist who, I hope he won’t mind me sharing, 

but he has come through what can only be described 
as difficult times of late, in his personal life, times 
when I feared the world would lose one of its most 
gifted children and that I would lose a very dear 
friend.” 

Marky casts his eyes down. The room has fallen 
silent. Faces are stone-like and awed.

“Which is why,” he begins, recovering himself, 
“it is such a relief to see him here tonight, fighting 
fit, amidst an exhibition for which there is only  
one word: triumphant. And with this in mind, I’d like 
to ask that you all, please, raise your glasses.”

Glasses were raised. 
Melanie looked moved, Gillehad excited,  

Miss Ravenscroft proud, Lord Ravenscroft 
impressed. 

“To Alexander Brenchley,” said Marky.
“To Alexander Brenchley,” said the room.
With a cheeky smile, Marky turned and whis-

pered, “That’s for nearly dying on me. Welcome 
back, you old bastard. This year will be our year.”

My friend was quickly absorbed by my admirers. 

This stifling atmosphere of bourgeois decency 
– there is something bewildering about the 
 grotesques pouring in – velveteen men and women 
so ancient they likely regard Sargent and Ruskin 
contemporaries – the noise, heat, faces – faces  
of her, the lost one, amongst faces of people I don’t 
know or wish I didn’t know – the déjà-voodoo of 
being back in a private view…

I have to get out. 
Reach to grasp a couple bottles which I slide 

beneath my chair. Wheel forward, the cheerily 
buzzed crowd parting to make room as I roll out and 
down the ramp Gillehad had had installed for me.

I motor down the street, not looking back. 
Bloody hell it’s cold out. I hear the voice of Marky 
calling from behind: “Abs, meeting Edmonds at the 
Piper, week Thurs! Time to get Silks rolling!”

I wave an arm in reply.
Time to get Silks rolling, sure sure, fly me to the 

moon. First I’m getting hammered.
Cross a deserted Mall into St James’s.
Had missed my park. 
Post-incident, I went home – as in Teddington 

– with mater and pater. Can’t describe the torture 
they put me through. Having shirked their parental 
duties for the previous twenty-four years, I reckon 
my return was a crushing blow to their egos (and 
lifestyles). Nevertheless, they did their best to get 
rid of me ASAP. Q told me – get this – he said, 
“George Sinclair, a colleague of mine, his son had  
a similar spell to yours and he recommends a 
sanatorium which deals with this sort of thing, tells 
me it’s a lovely place, in the Shetlands.”

The Shetland Isles!
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And by sanatorium you can be damn sure it’s a 
maximum-security mental hospital where I’d be put 
away for as long as the cheques kept coming…
locked up, at last, in an eternal boarding school. 

It was this sense of injustice – confronted by the 
vindictiveness of my parents – which prompted  
me to remain at home during my convalescence: let 
them face up to their responsibility for once. 

The Shetland Isles!
But I was so tired, powerless, those first days, a 

feeble bed-ridden figure. No joke. I was barely  
able to raise my eyebrows. Eventually I did gather 
strength to leave my bed and you’ll never guess 
what I discovered in the lounge…a 182-inch  
3DHDTV. The disgusting materialism of my par-
ents! Would there ever be a TV big, loud, high-
definition enough to match their devastating egos?

Problem is, all that time, alone and in Tedding-
ton, gave me too much time to think. The future 
filled me with blank dread. I contemplated the facts: 
25, living with the parents, sickly, weak, bachelor – 
correction: confirmed bachelor.

“Alexander, I am delighted to inform you that 
having reviewed your CV and lifestyle, the resident 
committee of Crazy Town has agreed, unanimously, 
to offer you a home for life. We’ll be adding you  
to our register of sinister bachelors who are beyond 
redemption and will duly circulate your name and 
photograph to all the single ladies. Hereafter, your 
mother is the only woman with whom you are 
allowed contact and you will only be permitted to 
leave Crazy Town once a week to help with the Big 
Shop at Sainsbury’s where you and all the too-old 
men trail after their mothers, getting lost and upset 

when they are sent to find a tin of chickpeas, feeling 
like their life has purpose when they successfully 
locate bourbon biscuits. Welcome home.”

Also I thought about, you know, life, death, that 
sort of stuff because of, you know, how close I’d 
been on that day. 

Which was a point of strain with Q. 
“Hampstead Heath?” he asked the doctor when 

they came to pick me up from the hospital. “What-
ever was he doing there?” plus there was my Victo-
ria Station toilet admirer at my bedside, clasping 
my hand, crying, “Please don’t die, Sexy Boy, please 
don’t leave me.” Since which there had been a big 
pink elephant in the room. But without even a  
“Is there anything you’d like to tell us?” forthcom-
ing from Q, I figured I’d let the old bastard stew and 
worry about his precious reputation.

In case you’re wondering, the diagnosis: Sponta-
neous Pneumothorax, hence the not being able to 
breathe; trapped wind, rather unexpectedly but this 
explained many of my chest pains; and, the kicker, 
post-viral fatigue syndrome, which knocked me  
out good and proper and confounded the doctors for 
a long while – but I knew, I knew there was only one 
cure, one panacea.

It was pitch-black in St James’s but, knowing 
these paths like the back of my hand, I easily 
navigated myself with my little joystick through  
to the pond where I grappled a bottle, angled it at 
45º so there’d be no spill…

Pop. A pause and then a faint plop as the cork 
splashed into the pond.

“To Alexander Brenchley.” 
Glug, glug, glug. 
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Half done, I came up for air and another smoke. 
Doctor warned me: no booze, no fags.
No booze, no fags, no Abs.
“Here y’are, cock,” I said, passing the bottle. 

Holding it with two hands, she tipped it back.  
She only took a sip, she wasn’t much of a drinker.  
I wrapped my arm around her and she sank into  
me in a way which was completely natural. We fitted 
each other. Kissing her hair, I looked out at the 
pond. There was nowhere else I would rather  
be. How had we existed before we found each other? 
Had we existed?

Pop goes the second bottle. 
Pain. 
What I’d felt before was soap opera. This was 

pain, was real, it was a pain which came without 
answers. 

Can’t even get it up. Sexless Boy.
Weeps gently.
Years bygone, years bygone: frolicking on this 

very patch of London, a naked dryad. 
Life!
Its promise, expectation, possibility – where 

had that gone? 
Without Trevoreesia, life would only ever be 

played out as a reserve match. And Abs, you know 
by now, he doesn’t do anything by halves. ‘Half pint’ 
isn’t in my vocabulary.

The revolution and tumult of last year had given 
way to worthless atrophy; I was riding out life, 
passive and resigned, like grandparents abandoned 
in nursing homes. 

The pond, an abyss.
I cried, “Quis me vult?”

No one answered.
Glug, glug, glug.
At this moment there was no one on Planet 

Earth as sad as Alex Brenchley. 
Which is saying something.
For it was the saddest age.
CRISIS 2009!
Like this bastard of a winter, it wouldn’t stop or 

alleviate. Crisis just went on and on like it wanted 
everyone spent, beaten, bankrupt. 

One only had to look to fashion for evidence  
of the toll taken: from an era of ecstatic fluorescent 
eclecticism, we now cloaked our bodies in double 
denim. 

To be alive was unrelenting and grim. 
Gangs of children, some as young as ten, were 

slowly roasting puppies over bonfires. Planes were 
grounded by ice, strikes, terrorists. Panic Sunday. 
Tears on TV. Troop surges and riot police. There 
were waste-paper mountains and collapsing 
 markets. Grandparents evicted (“the price of bank 
bailouts”).  Super-villains released from prison (“the 
solution to prison-space shortages”). Secret net-
works of paedophiles flourished through the Inter-
net. And I want my PPI cash back! Tears, tantrums 
and showbiz shenanigans. Independent inquiries 
and involuntary redundancies. Who could we trust? 
Who was the nation’s sweetheart? Iceland! A feeling 
of horrific loss. Scandal, divorce, cancer. Compound-
ed by nuclear fears and police brutality. Pyramid 
schemesters, balloon boys, gender-row runners, 
electric-shock therapy, chemical castration. Beloved 
figures would drop dead without explanation. 
Comment and criticism would ensue but seemingly 
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the only answer to any issue was MONEY. If it 
doesn’t make money, it has no reason. Pop-up 
brothels in industrial units. Fish nibbling at feet. 
Facemasks on the street. Pandemic after pandemic, 
vaccines stockpiled or in short supply. But new  
and more deadly strains kept coming and a sneeze 
on the tube was now a potential death sentence. 

sexy boy
unites london
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